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1 ABSTRACT 

This paper will present the concept and first findings of the TELEflow-project. The TELE
flow-project has been selected as a ,flagship project" for the telematics application program in 
the 4th framework. Its objective is to develop methods and tools for business process re
engineering in global manufacturing networks applying advanced telematics technologies. It 
was officially started in February 1996. It has a duration of three years. Partners are ATM from 
Daimler Benz (D), Danzas (CH), GPS (D), Huber und Suhner (CH), Intracom (Gr), Siemens 
Nixdorf (CH), TRD (Gr) and University St. Gallen (CH). 

2 THECASE 

The case is derived from one of the three pilot sites in the TELEflow-project where 
infrastructure services are designed and installed. 

2.1 THE SITUATION 

The company is a mediumsized, high quality provider of electrotechnical equipment for high
frequency installations such as antennas, HF-plugs and cables. The equipment is used for 
example in the basis stations for mobile telephone networks. The networks are provided e.g. by 
Motorola, Ericcson or Nokia who are customers. In 1995 turnover increased by 10,8 %, which 
was mainly carried by an increase of exports from 58 % to 67 % (N .N.(Gruppenertrag) 1996). 
Another positive news for 1995 was the start of manufacturing in England, Canada and 
Singapore (N.N. (Ertrag) 1996). 
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2.2 THE REQUIREMENTS 

Existing linear models of business processes (figure I, left side) that are focused on the 
customer and provided by distribution partners (A), manufacturing (B) and suppliers (C) have 
to be amended as to cope with the new business situation. First, because customers have to be 
served at globally distributed sites with the same quality, service and conditions. 
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Figure 1: Example of a Value System 
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Second as the business situation shows manufacturing is no longer concentrated to one site, 
instead now there are four sites (bullet B) to be regarded in the process chain. The linear value 
chain such changes to a network structure of involved partners (figure I, right side). The 
partners can be different units of the company or independent business partners. We named this 
network a value system, as it is designed to create added value for the customer. 

Business processes within the value system have to perform as efficient as those inside one 
corporation. As we focus on manufacturing industries logistics services are an important aspect 
of the value system, as its total cost today amounts to 10-25 % of the total product cost 
(Schuh 1996). Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) provide the third 
important aspect of the value system infrastructure. 

Advanced technologies in all three disciplines, business process re-engineering, logistics and 
ICT, exist, but there is a need to harmonize those three independent systems in order to 
achieve the required efficiency (figure 2).. 

Systems theory is referred to in all three disciplines. In our experience this is as much a chance 
as it is a challenge! Today's challenge is the very different application of the systems theory 
principles behind the same terms. ,,Behaviour" for example that is modelled within IT-system 
design to control the dynamic invocation of functional operations for business managers 
describes pure ,soft factors" and is restricted to people. In fact misunderstandings are a major 
obstacle to the harmonization of the different solutions. On the other hand the chance of a 
systems approach in our eyes lies in the integration of the existing solutions for a business 
application. But this requires a clear conception of the value system. 
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One integrated Value System - Ihree Views 
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Figure 2: Relevant views on the value system 

Industrial users like the case presented as well as service providers for ICT or logistics face the 
same need to understand the value system. The former as they have to design and operate their 
value system, the latter as they have to create and demonstrate the added value of their 
services as integrated parts of a value system. 

3 THE VALUE SYSTEM CONCEPT 

Tomorrow's competition will no longer take place among single companies, but among value 
systems. A value system (VS) is the organization of all companies (e.g. different sites, 
supplier, OEM, Distributor, Service Provider) that collaborate for the customer solution 
(figure 3). 

This definition deliberately includes the ,what is the value system for?". This is to point out 
that the value system describes the application technologies and the allocation of people or 
organizations in a competitive environment. Superior value for the end customer is the reason 
for the value system to exist and the entire network is focused on this. Necessary elements of 
the value system framework are derived from the analysis of what is necessary to achieve 
superior value for the customer. 

,What does the value system look like?" is the description of the infrastructure of the network 
throughout the system life cycle in terms of requirements that it has to fulfil, its design and 
implementation. 

A value system is a consortium of interacting companies and units. Value systems have to be 
managed to sustain competitiveness. They have to be designed, operated and continuously 
improved in dynamic environments. This means to broaden the domain of interest for 
manufacturing management and to actively re-engineer inter-company-processes of the value 
system. Methodologies are needed for the value system management. 
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Definition of the Value System: 

A Value System Is a complete consortium of Interacting companies and units 

that form a focused network 

In order to deliver superior value to the end customer. 

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 End User 

Figure 3: Definition Value System 

4 THE VALUE SYSTEM FRAMEWORK 

4.1 DIMENSIONS 

The framework has been defined to find a linking structure across the traditional three views. It 
is intended to provide a concept that allows managers ( l) to structure the complexity of the 
VS, (2) to understand their roles in the VS and (3) to support pro-active decision making in 
the VS. Three relevant dimensions of the VS framework1 have been fixed to cope with the 
needs of the VS management (figure 4): 
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Figure 4: Dimensions of the VS 

1 in analogy to Bleicher (1995) 
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As the challenge of competitive VS will be the integration of geographically distributed sites 
and companies (as a specific form of a virtual organization) the distributed structure of this 
network is a first important dimension of the value system. Where the distributed structure is 
predominant for the providers of infrastructures (i.e. the ICT components) harmonized 
activities of the value system such as successful order processing or harmonized marketing 
programs are predominant for the industrial user. Global value systems require the 
collaboration of people from different companies, different countries and the three disciplines. 
The behaviour in a multicultural context has been stated by managers as one of the most 
critical success factors for the performance of value systems. 

As this conference focuses on information infrastructures that we take as a part of the 
distributed structure of the value system I will step into detail on this first dimension, keeping 
in mind that there are close interdependencies with the two others. 

4.2 PROFILES 

Systems Design 

Architectures for the integration of manufacturing enterprises provide a broad variety of 
constructs to describe different components of the distributed structure of a value system. 
Among others these are the Information System (ARIS) (Scheer 1991 ), the Decision System 
(GRAI) (Doumeingts 1987), the Organization (CIMOSA) (Zimmermann 1995), Business 
Processes (ARIS, CIMOSA) and communication (CORBA) (Ben-Natan 1995). It is our 
intention to use these constructs to model the infrastructure components of the value system. 

Business Concept 

But we found that managers in value systems face the problem to integrate and harmonize 
existing (and mostly diverging) structures inside the partner companies. As it is normally 
impossible (to expensive or takes to much time) to implement new structures from scratch, it is 
necessary to find similarities between the existing structures which serve as leitmotives to 
integrate them in a value system. Or, it can be foreseen that an integration may probably not 
produce synergies. We call these key characteristics the value system profiles. 

Where the company in the case presented may for example find a solution for a proprietary 
distributed information infrastructure for the different manufacturing sites on the basis of a 
common logistics application, a logistics provider definitively has to cope with heterogeneous 
systems, as they cannot expect a client to change his logistics application. The profile of the 
IT-Infrastructure can therefore be monolithic or heterogeneous. 

We are currently establishing a set of profiles2 for the dimensions of the value systems 
gathering relevant characteristics (see example figure 5) from the cases and additional 
interviews. Industrial users may use this to assess the situation of a value system, identify the 
conflicts and derive the requirements for actions to be taken and structures to be implemented. 

2 the concept of profiles will be applied for value systems. It has been adopted from Bleicher ( 1995) 
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Figure 5: Profiles for Value Systems: Example for distributed structure 

5 INTEGRATION OF THE VALUE SYSTEM USING ENTERPRISE 

MODELLING TECHNIQUES 

Value system management can be supported by enterprise modelling techniques. The 
framework has been designed as a complement to the requirements definition level to extend 
the system life cycle into ,earlier" phases of business integration of the VS. As our first 
experiences show the industrial applicability of enterprise modelling techniques has been 
augmented with this framework. In our experience this is due to the fact that with this 
framework industrial managers are addressed as an own user group. 

We feel encouraged to this work as we interpret several indications within existing enterprise 
integration architectures as the expression of a need for such frameworks. Among others these 
are the .. Enterprise View" within ODP-CORBA (Ben-Natan 1995), the installation of a 
,,Business Object Management Special Interest Group" within OMG (Wagner 1996) or the 
recommended work on ,enterprise integration methodologies" with CIMOSA (Kosanke 
1995). But this actual work still needs a clear reference point for the development of solution. 
For the value system framework we decided to search for this solution from a strict application 
point of view. Mature technologies will be looked at from this application point of view. 

In order to deal with the differences to the existing enterprise modelling architectures intend to 
keep the specifications of the value system framework as a distinct ,conceptual level" (figure 
6). 
A first difference of the conceptual level is the focus on the contents rather than on the formal 
correctness of the constructs applied. Consistancy is measured by the credibility of the 
conception of the value system. 

A second difference we discovered was the indicative character of the conceptual level in 
contrary to the descriptive character of most existing enterprise modelling architectures. The 
objective is to create a shared conception of the value system between the business managers 
involved. This difference leads e.g. to a different definition of what is complete. The 
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conceptual level is regarded as complete when nothing can be skipped without loosing the 
essential idea of the concept. Additional details in the best case are regarded as superfluous, 
mostly as misleading and often as tutelage. As most partners volunteer to participate in the 
value system they have to be motivated by a strong idea of the value system to bring in their 
own decentral solutions for the common purpose. Detailed centralized value system models in 
this sense are dysfunctional as they are perceived as an attempt for order and control. 

j other Management Concepts 

Value System Concept 

Modeling Constructs 1 ~:. j 

Model Execution /liS 

new concept layer 
Business Management as 
relevant usergroup 

• existing Enterprise Integration 
Architectures 

•CORBA 
•CIMOSA 
• others 

Figure 6: Conceptual Layer and Enterprise Integration Architectures 

Object oriented techniques fulfil the requirements of decentral co-ordination. For ,,managed 
objects" it can be negotiated (for all people, organizational units or infrastructure components) 
what is public in the value system and what remains private. On the other side the object 
oriented approach allows for the integration with existing modelling techniques. 

Other time-tested concepts from enterprise integration like the instantiation process will be 
kept. A .,generic" value system as a general conception of what a value system is, will be 
described to step forward to best practice or benchmark descriptions as .. partial models" and to 
provide for the design of individual or .,particular" value systems3 during the work of the 
TELEflow project. Based on the application of existing methods and tools the integration 
concept for the value systems is enhanced by three operative instruments. First, a process 
reengineering method for inter-company processes in value systems is developed. Second, a 
method to map business process specifications into the communication system architecture is 
adopted from CORBA. Third, on the basis of stable business process modelling of enhanced 
logistics solutions will be supported. 

3 cf the model instantiation process, Esprit Consortium AMICE (1993) 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

Based on existing technical solutions in the three disciplines business process re-engineering, 
logistics and ICT the presented user driven concept of the value system has been developed to 
guide the integration of value systems in the TELEflow-project. Following the expressed 
business needs of the industrial partners existing enterprise modelling architectures (e.g. 
CIMOSA for business process modelling and CORBA for the design of communication 
transparency platforms) have been enhanced by a .,conceptual layer" to express the conception 
of the value system and bridge the gap to the (technical) system life cycles. Even in this early 
stage of the work this has proven to be an important .,interpreter" between .,user needs" and 
.,technical providers". 
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